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Abstract
On October 23,1997, during a review of the primary containment atmosphere crotrol system as a result
of e Genern! Electric (GE) notification of a potential 10CFR21 issue regarding suppression pool (torus) bypass
1:rkage, one potential bypass flow path was identified through which the drywell air space could communicate
with the torus air space. The potential for this event existed while in the valve line up for inerting the primary
cont:inment because a single failure could occur that causes valves AO-5035A and PCIS AO-5036A to fail
open on a primary containment isolation signal. These valves share a common actuating relay, RPWA1 and
r: lay contact 12, that provide the primary containment isolation system signal to these valves. If the plant was
in tha process of changing from torus to drywellinerting and a LOCA event occurred, a single failure of relay
RPWA1 to deenergize or the single failure of relay RPWA1 contact 12, to open would prevent AO-5035A and
AO-5036A from closing, resulting in a steam bypass path from the drywell to the torus air space without pcssing
through the torus downcomers. This operating configuration was determined to be outside the design basis of
tha of the plant. Immediate action was taken to establish administrative controls that preclude entry into the
in:rting portion of Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Procedure 2.2.70, " Primary Containment Atmosphere Control
Syst:m." Procedure 2.2.70, will be revised to eliminate this vulnerability. This event posed no significaat threat
to the public health and safety.
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EVENT DESCRIPTION

On Octobei 23,1997, during a review of the primary containment atmosphere control system as a result
of c General Electric's (GE) notification of a potential 10CFR21 issue regarding suppression pool (torus) bypass
Irktge, one potential bypass flow path was identified through which the drywell air space could communicate
with tne torus rf.r space while in the process of changing from torus inerting to drywell inerting if a single failure
occurred that caused valves AO-5035A and AO 5036A to fail to close on a PCIS signal. These valves share a
common primary containment isolation system (PCIS) actuating relay, RPWA1 and relay contact 12. If the
pl:nt was in the process of changing from torus to drywellinerting and a LOCA event occurred, a single failure
of relay RPWA1 to deenergize or the single failure of relay RPWA1 contact 1-2 to open would prevent AO-
5035A ar.d AO-5036A from automatically closing on a PCIS signal, resulting in a steam bypass path from the
drywell to the torus without passing through the torus downcomers. This vulnerability was evaluated to be
outside the design basis of the of the plant.

On October 23,1997, Problem Report 97.9652 (corrective action program document) was prepared by the
op: rations department manager to document the identified problem.

At the time of discovery, the plant wa operating at approximately 100 percent power with the mode switch in
ths RUN position. The reactor vessel pressure was at approximately 1035 psig with the reactor water at the
scturation temperature for vessel pressure. This event posed no significant threat to public health and safety.

CAUSE -

When Procedure 2.2.70, * Primary Containment / i 1 1ere Control System" was developed, it was not
r: cognized that the procedure-specified valve lineup for inerting the primary containment could result in a
bypass flow path from the drywell atmosphere to the torus atmosphere given a single failure of a PCIS relay.
During a LOCA event, if relay RPWA1 failed to deenergize or if relay RPWA1 contact 12 failed to open on a
containment isolation signal, valves AO-5035A and AO-5036A would remain open and create a bypass path
from the drywell to the torus air space via manualisolation valve 9 HO-117.

IMMEDIATE CORRECTIVE ACTION

Immediate action was taken to initiate a tracking Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) not allowing entry into
ths inerting portion of Procedure 2.2.70 until corrective actions have been completed.

GQRRECTIVE ACTION TO PRECLUDE RECURRENCE

Procedure 2.2.70 will be reviseu to eliminate the single failure vulnerability that would result in a bypass path
from the drywell to the torus air space during the swap from torus to drywell inerting.

NRC F ORM 366A (4-95)
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SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

This event posed no significant threat to the public health and safety.

Though the pressure suppression function was not operable during the short time period this configuration
existed, the probability of the combination of events leading to the bypass path during a LOCA is vanishingly
smtll.

'
In order to result in conditions beyond the analyzed envelope, a LOCA must occur and PCIS relay RPWA1 must

"

feil to deenergize or its 12 contact fail to open, and A05035A, A05036A, and 9-HO-117 must be open. This
sp:cific valve lineup occurs only briefly as part of the sequence that shifts from tours inerting to drywellinerting.

Tho PNPS IPE report lists the probabilities for all LOCA events at 1.17E 2 per year. The probability for a failure
of an AC or DC control reby, according to IEEE 500, is 4.54E 6 per demand.

The window during which AO5035A, A05036A, ard 9-HO 117 are all open is only during containment inerting i

operations and only during the performance of step 7.1[21]in PNPS Procedure 2.2.70, Revision 56. This step |
involves six actions, all of which are performed sequentially at panel C7 in the control room by a single operator. )
Within this step, there are only two actions between the opening of AO-5035A and closing AO 5036A, and these i

Ections are closing the two torus purge exhaust valves.

Assuming that the drywellinerting procedure is performed once per year, and assuming that the two valves are
opsned for 5 mhutes during this t.tep, the probability per year that these valves are open is conservatively:

5 minutes / 5.26E5 minutes per year = 9.51E-6 per year.

Th:refore, the probability that RPWA1 will fail in response to a LOCA during ti e time when all three valves are
op:ned is:

Probability of LOCA * Per demand failure of RPWA1 * Probability of valves open

1.17E-2 * 4.54E-6 * 9.51E-6 = SE-13

Additionally, as described in the Bases of Technical Specification 3.5.A, the NRC recognizes the probability of
occurrence of a LOCA during the 24 hour window following reactor startup is very low.

This report is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(ii)(B) because the single failure vulnerabihty was
,

outside the plant design basis. On Ncvember 20,1997, at 1510 hours a 10CFR50.72(b)(1)(ii)(B) telephone
notification was made to the NRC Operations Center. Problem Report 9/.9710 was written to document the
notification.
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SIM!LARITY TO PREVIOUS EVEN'S

A review of Licensee Event Reports (LERs) issued since 1984 was conducted. The review focused on reports
submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(ii)(B) which involved single failure vulnerability. The review
id:ntified a related instance reported in LER 97-01101

LER 97 01101 reported the Pilgrim station design basis includes a reauirement for redundant and
ind: pendent salt service water (SSW) system trains such that no single activu failure can prevent the SSW
syst:m from fulfi!!ing its safety objective (i.e., to provide cooling water to the reactor building closed coobog
w:t:r (RBCCW) system. The design basis of the SSW system also includes the requirements for the nornially
cross-connected SSW trains to be auiomatically isolated upon loss of the preferred AC power source. During a
S:rvice Water Operational Performance inspection follow-up NRC inspection, a single failure vulnerability was
id:ntified which placed the unit in a condition thought to be outside the design basis. Specifically, a single
friture cf a 125 vdc battery, under certain conditions, would compromise the redundancy and independence of
th3 SSW system and A tially lead to a SSW pump cavitation condition. This LER is targeted for near term
update.
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